1. Jerlov Award Nominations Due June 1st
The Jerlov Award is presented in recognition of contributions made to the advancement of our knowledge of the nature and consequences of light in the ocean. For more information, visit the award website.

2. TOS Fellows Nominations are due October 31, 2014. Nominations are sought for TOS members who have provided outstanding and sustained contributions and devotion to the broad field of oceanography. For more information, visit the TOS Fellows page.

3. The Ocean Optics Conference (OOXXII) abstract Deadline is May 15, 2014. Visit the abstract information page for more details. This conference will be held October 26-31, in Portland, Maine, USA.

4. The 2nd International Ocean Research Conference (One Planet, One Ocean) abstract deadline is May 31st. Visit the conference deadline page for more details. This conference will be held November 17-21, 2014 in Barcelona, Spain.

5. TOS Website - News Column
We've posted some interesting opportunities on the TOS NEWS Column, including notices about the Wendy Schmidt Ocean X-Prize, the BBC Call for submissions for a series titled Ocean: New Frontiers, and fellowship opportunities in Australia. Please visit the website -- and look on the right side. If you would like to submit items for inclusion in this area of the TOS website, please send them to jenny@tos.org. Stay tuned for more upgrades to the TOS website over the next several months!

6. Oceanography Early Online Releases
The June 2014 issue of Oceanography is being prepared for publication over the next few weeks. Below are two "early online release" articles from the issue:

Career Choices in Marine and Environmental Sciences: Navigating a Sea of Options

Multiplatform, Multidisciplinary Investigations of the Impacts of Modified Circumpolar Deep Water in the Ross Sea, Antarctica